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Ch6ngak: The Rise of Music for the Middle Classes 

1. Introduction 

Hahn Man-young 
(A~~J:]j 3iL"i=-) 

Korean music culture of the 18th century is distinguished from the previous era by the 

rise of Ch5ngak for the middle class, Chung'in (!=f:tA) and P'ansori for the low class 

Sangmin (~.§.';). They are very important musical genres in the history of Korean music 

for their tradition is still alive in the present. 

Traditional music of Korea,is presently classified into three major genres: Court music, 

Ch5ngak and Folk music. This classification is derived from the musical tradition of the 

18th century. 

This paper aims to shed light into on the music culture of the 18th century by descri

bing (a) the historical background of ChOngak, (b) the development of music forms in 

the 18th century, and (c) the musical characteristics of Chongak. 

2. Historical background 

Every music culture frames a story about countless partnerships forged between musicians 

and their society. CMngak(.iE~), thus, is the product of 18th century partnerships and, 

particularly, a reflection of the middle class. Prior to the Japanese invasion at the end of 

the 16th century, the Choson(~~, 1392"'1910) music culture favoured the arts of the 

ascendant aristocratic (yangban mE£) bureaucracy. Aristocrats held power, and musical 

life centred on the court. At the court, Confucian ideals reigned, and these ensured that 

music should express peace and symmetry. The Chinese classical text, Akki(~~), states: 

Music stems from the centre of the emotions while behaviour comes from outside 

the heart. When music comes from the centre, it is serene. Behaviour from 
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outside is variable and unreliable. Great music should therefore be simple; great 

ceremony should be simple. If music reaches this height, men's hearts can foster 

no resentment. And, when ceremony reaches its extremity, righteousness is bound 

to prevail. Ruling with humility is surely reflected in such music and its associ

ated behaviour(l) 

Clearly, music is important to the king. In terms of emotion, joy, anger and sorrow 

are less suitable than pleasure; slow tempo rather than fast speeds are essential. The 

integral simplicity coupled to peaceful emotion and symmetrical forms lies beneath the 

term aak(:m~), "graceful music". Aak, in its broadest usage, describes all music of the 

court. Yet aak also has a more narrow meaning, to describe ceremonial music of Chinese 

origin, which contrasts tangak(!i!f~, popular music of China) and hyangak(~~, native 

Korean music). All three together were used for court rituals, processions of royalty 

audiences, and royal banquets. (2) 

To neo-Confucianists in the 15th century, music had to reflect a moral rather than 

artistic principle. The text of a poem was more important than the melody, and music 

served simply to convey the poem's meaning. Music from the previous dynasty, Kory5, 

was consequently labelled crude and earthy. It was related too closely to emotions such 

as love. Texts needed to be changed into more noble, Chinese· inspired poetry, and music 

must become slower so it could follow more closely poetic syllables. Melismas were 

subjugated to this syllabic setting, regular rhythms were favoured over uneven and 

irregular, and symmetrical phrasing over ambiguous or asymmetrical. (3) And so, Koryo 

pieces were changed: Sogyongpyolgok(I§;?:2iiJff!3) became Yonggwan(7kID, ManjOnch'un 

(mi~*) became HyokchOng(Mf.!tfiJ), S$anghwajom(~{tJ;5) became Ssanghwagok(~{tff!3), 

Tongdong(ibib) became Shindoga(:m:'If~IIDO, ChOngup(#f!!) became Ogwansan(llJrILlJ), 

and Yongsan-hoesang(iliLlJ1t 1:) became Sumannyonsa(.~~~j:iJ). Significantly, most of 

the revised pieces fell into disuse in the 17th century and today the old titles are often 

(1) ~i1a: ~EI3r:p!±l, ntUI7H'F. ~EI3r:p!±l, t&IW, ilI137H'F t&5C.. t&7dJI~&H'b, *mt'.lZ,ffjj. ~~J(Ij~ 
~, mt~J(Ij>F~. ?If1l1i'iirElxr;jlf Nl~z.~tft,. 

(2) Hahn Man-young: "Religious Origin of Korean Music", KOREA JOURNAL (Korean 
National Comission for UNESCO, July 1975) pp.20. 

(3) $;:!:* : 1r:p~ffltB?~,'I!;I.:mol "~ir~oJl 'lC- ~. J .~ir~~jW~5C.1lt, 1978) pp.234-54. 
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preferred. 

Following the two Imjin wars against the JapaneseC:f:!JX~il1L, 1592,,-,1598) and the so

called PyiJngja horanCpq-T-1V:I~L, 1637"-'1638), party strife led to the formation of the 

SarimpaC±iti!lO, a group to rival the leading aristocratic yangban. This intellectual 

group was destined to influence later Choson culture. Indeed, during the 18th century, 

the Shilhakpa(1!.f¥iJff;.) who developed and pursued a pragmatic method which required 

corroborative evidenceC.**~) and thus criticized the historo-centr neo-Confucian ideals, 

stemmed from them. Some Sarimpa were interested in music and described its forms and 

exponents in their writing. Amongst them, So Yu-gu(1#;1f~, 1764"-'1845) transcribed 

kagok (see below) and YiJngsanhoesang (a chamber piece whose name derives from a 

Buddhist sutra which accompanies its first transcription, "Mass to the Great Buddha in 

the Spiritual Mountain"). In his Yuyeji(1Jfj.ffi*') (Chapter on Artistic Amusement, written 

sometime after 1788), he also describes the tuning system of the six-string half-tube 

zither, kiJmun' go. 

Lyric songs (kagok) themselves developed with the writings of Kim Ch'on-t'aek, Kim 

Su-jang and others. Literature written by groups in the middle class, the siJiJl ~~(children 

of second wives), chungin(r:pA), and siJri(~~) (provincial officials) replaced much of 

that written by the aristocracy which was stylistically closer to the Chinese tradition. 

Relationships between social class and music thus gradually began to emerge. Aak, tangak 

and hyangak became associated with the yangban aristocrats, kagok and p'ungnyu(~VIE) 

as chiJngak for the middle class, and p' ansori and so forth as the folk music of the lower 

classes. The chugnin themselves specifically comprised provincial school masters, officials, 

secondary sons, and officials with certain technical skills such as translators(~'@;), law 

experts(1$'@;), doctors(f!U~), calligraphers(f!i:'@;), astronomers(~'@;), and statisticians(. 

lt~.) (4) 

ChiJngak flourished both amongst chungin and with the shilhak scholars, and was likely 

indebted to the latter for its development. Indeed, one of the latter wrote: 

A misty moon shone dimly. I knocked at the door of Ch'agam ~:Ei(WP~.:E), who 

lives to the north of the village. We drank wine together. Snow was falling outside, 

(4) .:7k~ : riWlrF~fC I'fASJ ~5}ili\If~tt-J ttmJ .~)(1r. 9 (A~ -t;k .~)(1r.liff~m 1988.11) pp. 
179-210. 
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piling up on the ground, as he played the two-string fiddle haegum(~~) to me. We 

composed some short poems ... then went out to visit Yi Tog-Moo(*ti~)". (from 

Pak Che-ga's Yabang yuyonok, in his ChOngnyujip). (5) 

And another: 

On the 22nd of the month I visited Tamhon/lKljif(~*~) with Kogong(i&!l$), at 

nightfall, P'ung mu/)gUIK~m) joined us to make a (music) ensemble. TamhOn played 

the 12-string zither (kayagum) , and P'ungmu harmonized with him on the 6-string 

zither (komun' go). Kogong threw his hat down and began to sing a lyric song. Deep 

in the night, when the moon shines through a break in the clouds, and when the hot 

air of mid-summer has gone, the sound of string instruments is loud and clear (Pak 

Chi-wan's Haya yon'gi/E!~Mnc, from his Yonamjip/~M!k1Jff: Vol. 3). (6) 

And again: 

Tamhon put his kayagum on his knee, Hong Sang-hak took his komun'go, Yi 

Kyang-san took out a vertical flute (t'ungso), Kim Ok a stick with which to strike the 

(5) ;f~~* : r Jll: ~~J '1X~M1Ig!IEE 7\"§ :fi+Jt:' 
~~~~, ~~~~~, ~~~, &~T~, 

mJ~fUJ, tD~l\jz.r~m-il~z.~t, ~~Ji)li&~, 
~x, h~A, .=m~, ~m-mT, ~~®®. 
~!'fi1\t~;i%, 1ft®~TIf¥j~, ;g..1@l:'H~, 
~tJ1iil!=z.'Nj, iPs1\t~z.~, im*, 
R~~~*, %~~~S, *~~~ 
~,*,~i* ~1f~~ im~t)Jjlj; 
~1f~§ T~fill~ :W:,*/:lm 
T*T~ 1i::~f1''!iIJtTWJ1fZ.~ 

Jll:~i1¥~ ~-
(6):mld:im\ : rm.~J ~=- 'Jl1X~~' 

=T=13 ~~~-$~ lllI!n.m..:w:~ 
lllI!n~~.m..~®~z ~~~mE 
®~:W:i*i'i~Im~.~'F~*-t!j; 
1iltmtr::ti l\1l-~~Q:I't*Z.pq ImIM 
f;$~fiz.iI!limiW~*= !3 & ii'iiift 
=-.&:,tt~~'I';it~~m::Rli9J 
li1t~:E'1I\IiA~ ~E'ff~j'fr.ll~!I!* 
iffm.®m%Sft:'J>~ 1f~~~ 
:E'1f,\!1,* 1f~.:m:E'1f~* 
~QiRf~z.IIj~Q~~z.f~4-lllI!l!f 

~.m. .*l~* *f!}~~z.m~ 
*4- Jl%'ff~lllI!l!fllll!nh~gm 
~~~~x1:iXffiJl,[hx~~g; 

~Q>I!-~Jl.UjjJJ,;I..~ reE®*~ 
*xllll!mm~s~JWfPJ~~ 
:Ji~ii'ii~\!;,z.%~{'Fx~~. 
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dulcimer (yanggum), and a professional musician from the Court institute, Poan, blew 

the month organ (saenghwang). Yu Song-sop sang to the accompaniment of the 

instruments. We were pleasantly drunk; our music filled Yuch'uno pavillion(Wl~:;t,~) (7) 

(Song Tae·jung's Kiyu ch'uno akhoe, Ch'iJngsiJngjip Vol. 6) 

Amongst the above, Kim Ok was a member of the ckunging class and Poan came from 

the lower classes (sangmin). The Shilhakpa recognized the importance of the new chiJngak 

GE~) music and compared it with the retrospective aristocratic philosophy which had 

since the early days of the dynasty argued for the restoration of the old. 

3. Vocal music 

Three genres of chiJngak concern us here, kagok(~B±I), kasa(lfI:~'iiJ) and shijo(~itP.iJ). 

The first translates as lyric song and is the basis of chapters 4 and 5 below. Kagok have 

five sections and are sung to the accompaniment of a large ensemble; kiJmun' go, kayagum, 

changgo (hourglass drum), taegum (horizontal flute), haegum (2-string fiddle), and 
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yanggum (dulcimer). Only the first two of these instruments are essential to the ensemble, 

and this in part indicates why early music manuscripts are written for the zither, kijmun' go. 

In the following chapters I consider the development of the basic music used in kagok, 

MandaeyijPC'l~*"Jf:), Chungdaeyijp(r:p*"~) and Saktaeyijp(fJ.k!t:). Here, I should note 

that the 18th century saw the blossoming of the genere, with manuscripts such as the 

Han'gum shinbo($Jf;~~~; 1724), Ch'ijnggu yijngijn(W.6:7k-g; 1728) and Shinjak(~fF~ 

~; around 1728). In these, several versions are listed of the basic melodies, including Nong 

(jf), Nak(YJ#:) and P'yijn(iIi). In the 19th century, other variations such as Tugij(pJl!iJ), 

Chunggij(r:p~) and p'yijnggo(ZJS~) were added to Isudaeyijp. Today's repertory remains 

much the same as in the 19th century. 

Note that the musical style of 18th century variations use faster tempo, higher registers, 

and clearer articulation than the comparable Saktaeyop, features which suggest the world 

Table I. The Development of Kagok (Lyric Songs) (8) 

Early lith century Late 17th century 

v v 
Saktaeyop ___ ----,_~ .. Saktaeyor 1 

~ Sakt~~y;;-P 

i 

u 
Sc:d(taeyop 4 (only 

in Han'g~m shinba) 

18th century 19th century 

-' Ch'oyop 

'-' 
Saktaeyop 3 

v _____ -, __ Snmyop v 
_______ Samsudaeyop 

(8) *%'~ : .n~I1f~jjse (-11M, 1984), p.424. 

v 
-Ollong 

v 
_____ -,.-_01 long 

LSOYOngi 

NOng __ ~ ___ , ___ Urong 

1- panyop 
_________ ~ Ur" k __ Urak 
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of folk music more. than the court. The development can be summarized as follows: 

A second type of lyric song, kasa, uses longer texts than kagok. In kasa, phrase lengths 

are irregular, hence the formal structure is less clear. The present repertory of twelve 

songs stems from the 18th century, and the development of each song can be traced back 

to scores of that period: 

Table II. The Appearances of Kasa (Lyric Songs) in Historical Scores 

contemporary titles: 

===; 

I ~iste~ical scores U' 
! " ' 

g 
)~ 

u 

'" 

A third type of vocal music, shijo, took the texts of kagok but eliminated much of the 

long melismatic style. Consequent to their comparative simplicity, shijo were adopted by 

many literati outside of the court and, indeed, they are still sung in village meeting 

houses throughout the Korean countryside. Yi Se-ch'un(*i!t~), a singer who is remem

bered from the time of Yongjo's reign (1725"-'1776), is believed to have composed the 

basic music for shijo, though the term itself, used also to describe short poems, began to 

be used only much more recently. (9) The earliest records of shijo songs are included in 

S5 Yu-gu's Yuyeji and Yi Kyu-gy5ng's Kurach'olsa kumjabo(If(~~**~*~~V. The 

latter is a score specifically for the dulcimer, known in Korea as the yanggum (yang= 

(9) $J'f:i*: r;P~I:~J '1iftIj§~Iff' ft+:n: 
fJ]Pl§im .gr~*j!l 
~ 4-tlIl1:lU~)Il1,!! 

-iN:fIt<iiI\!#HHii 
*!3*~*t!!:~. 
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West; -gum/kum=zither) because it was brought to the East by Western missionaries, 

but the notatic in the Yuyeji is also for this instrument. The two scores preserve the 

music of P'yi:ing shijo in the Kyi:ingjo form; this music survives to today. (10) 

The 19th century saw several different types of shijo develop from the P'yi:ing shijo 

root. Amongst these are Chirum shijo (literally, "yelling" shijo), Chunggi:i shijo (suggesting 

the use of the middle voice register) and Sasi:il shijo (suggesting that more emphasis was 

placed on the text itself). The shijo form is probably a remodelling of kagok, and so 

today several publications include transcriptions of the shijo repertory under the general 

title of kagok or kasa. 

4. Instrumental music 

Two instrumental works mark the rise of middle class chi:ingak: Yi:ingsan hoesand and 

Pohi:ija. Today there are three versions of the first: Yi:ingsan hoesang for wind instruments, 

often called Tae p'ungnyu, Yi:ingsan hoesang for strings, also known as Chul p'ungnyu 

or simply P'ungnyu, and a transposed versic P'yi:ingjo hoesang or Yuch'oshin chigok. 

Broadly, all three can lay claim . to the generic title, but in a narrow sense, only the 

string version should be called Yi:ingsan hoesang. The string version was developed and 

played by the rich and educated chungin middle class; today it is in effect preserved as 

an Intangible Cultural Asset (Muhyi:ing munhwajae, No. 83). Since it was played by the 

literate, a number of old scores record the music, particularly those for the six-string 

zither, ki:imun'go. The wind and transcrib versions, incidentally, were used for the 

accompaniments to dances given at the court. 

The 1759 manuscript known as Taeak hubo, a score whose name is often glossed as 

the "Later Music Manuscript", records Yi:ingsan hoesang. This score is believed to record 

music used during King Sejo's reign (1455",1468), and alongside the music it gives a 

seven-syllable text of Buddhist origin: Yi:ingsan hoesan pulbosal ("Mass to the Buddha on 

the Spiritual Mountain"). The text is given while circling a pagoda on Buddha's birthday. 

However, the earlier Kumbo shinjung karyi:ing(~~~m~~), a zither manuscript dated 
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1680, gives the same melody as that transcribed in Taeak hubo(jdqH~m). We can assume 

from this that YiJngsan hoesang was originally vocal music but was transformed into an 

instrumental piece towards the end of the 17th century. Then, early 18th century 

manuscripts such as the Han'gum shinbo (Han's New Zither Score; 1724), and the Oumbo 

(i'ffi.\l!im/a score using the five-tone notation), give enlarged versions of the basic 

melody. By the time of So Yu-gu's Yuyeji, the piece had many additions, to the extent 

that it closely resemble what is performed by ensembles today. The expansion of the piece 

is illustrated in Table III. (11) 

Table III. The Evolution of Yongsan Hoesang 

Late 17th century Early 18th century Late 18th century Present day 

Y~ngsan hoesang 
v 

__ Y6'ngsan hoe sang ---'fongsan hoe sang 
v 

___ SanQyongsan 

YH Kapt'an 

7 
YH H\I.,'anl? (.J 

YH (he) i (:.' 

v ______ Seryongsan ______ chungy~ngsa~ 

___________________________ sery~ngsa~ 

v __________________________ ·Karaktori 

v v 
sarnhyon hoeip ____ Samhyon hwanip 

v v 
Samhyon --------- Hahyon hwanip 

Yombul t 'varY~n~ Y~mbul 

_'r' u ~: c hay 0 m b u 1 

J 
T' ary'ong ___________ T I a r y ~n 9 

v • 
t:'JnaY.: yu ip ~ I ar~ ~Kunak 

}:,;nai( t' aryong ~ 

5. The musical characteristics of chongak 

As I stated earlier, chiJngak literally translates as "correct" or "graceful" music. The 

word originated with the ChosiJn chiJngak chiJnsupso(~r¥.iE~W~JlJf/Choson (Korean) 

Institute for Court Music), an institute founded in 1911. There, kagok, kasa, shijo, 

YiJngsan hoesang and PohiJja(tJ7!I&:r) were taught along with music theory. The music 

of the aristocracy was slow, strict in terms of rhythm, and syllabic in therms of poetic 

setting. ChiJngak, in contrast, was more melismatic, gradually moved from slow to fast, 

(11) *%'~ : J:/ii'J p.435. 
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and allowed for rich, highly ornamented melodies. Still, chiJngak is more restrained than 

folk music, with narrower vibrato and less use of portamento. We can, therefore, see 

distinct characteristics in the chiJngak which developed during the 18th century. 

Firstly, there was a tendency to transform vocal music into purely instrumental pieces. 

This was particularly true of Y(Jngsan hoesang. Several attendant changes are notable: 

musical phrases increase in length due to typical instrumental cadential patterns, variations 

are added to an original melody, elaboration of melody occurs that reflect typical instrum· 

ental ornamentation patterns, and higher registers are favoured, reflecting the different 

tessituras of instruments and the voice. 

The lyric songs of kagok demonstrate the emergence of variants. To the original 

Saktaey(Jp(fJ.-J::.#D were added Isudaey(Jp(=fJ.-J::.'!I:) (i=two) and Samsudaey(Jp(:::3.fJ.-J::.'!I:) 

(sam=three). Then, Nong, Nak, and P'yon were added to Samsudaey(Jp. Isudaeyop 

evolved four addition a pieces, TugiJ, P'yiJnggo, Chunggo, and T' aep'yiJngga(tZffA). In 

a similar fashion, shijo gained three new singing styles. In the case of instrumental 

music, the variants of YiJngsan hoesang expanded as popular dance music was added

Samhyon hwanip(:::3.~~J....), Hahyon hwaniP(r~~J....), YiJmbul(~Ml), T'aryiJng(hiP), 

and Kunak(JJ.~)- so that the piece gradually evolved into an extended suite. PohiJja, 

incidentally, evolved into four additional pieces: Mihwanip, Sehwanip, Ujogkarak hwanip 

and Yangch'iJng hwanip. 

Typically, where variants were added to an original piece, they gradually increased the 

pace from slow to fast. This characteristic, ably demonstrated by any contemporary 

Yongsan hoesang performance, is equally true in other genres. Sanjo, the instrumental 

form developed at the end of the 19th century which remains probably the most popular 

folk music today, thus moves from a slow triplet-subdivided 6-beat pattern(chinyangjo), 

through moderate 12-beat patterns (chungmori and so on), to fast movements with four 

triplet·subdivided beats (chajinmori) or four duplet subdivided beats (hwimori/tanmori). 

The third characteristic that I should remember is the tendency to move towards 

higher registers. When this occurs during a piece, chiJngak can be said to begin with dignity 

and end with humour. 
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6. Conclusion 

The main genres of music that Koreans associate with the 18th century are clearly 

distinguishable from those of earlier times. The reason is simple, for this is the time 

when the chungin middle class began to assert itself in a society for several centuries 

dominate by a backward-looking aristocratic elite. Music at the time paralleled the tri

partite social division, but in the middle chi5ngak appealed both to the chungin and to 

the literati outside the court, particularly to those associated with the Shilhak movement. 

In terms of style, chi5ngak lies between the music of the aristocracy-aak, hyangak, 

and tangak-and the low class folk. Two genres may be considered most representative, 

Y6ngsan hoesang and kagok. Y6ngsan hoesang illustrates the balance between high and 

low culture in that it begins with slow and dignified restraint but ends with the light 

humour of folk music. Yet, while chi5ngak may be seen as a bridge between the two 

extremes, it is never vulgar and is always dignified. Thus, it always remams "correct" 

and "graceful". Looking beyond the 18 century, aristocratic music floundered and declined. 

Chi5ngak continued a limited development during the 19th century, but it was folk music, 

particularly the genres of p' ansori and sanjo that were able to transcend social boundaries 

and move into urban and predominantly middle-class settings, that flowered. Hence, the 

following chapters move from historical considerations of kagok to folk music proper. 


